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Sidereal: [sī-'dir-ē-ǝl] of or with respect to the distant stars. Determined by the stars. 

In summer 2012 I worked in the Pacific Northwest wilderness collecting sounds 
from nature. Walking the canyon ridge, I listened at once to multiple waterfalls, 
experiencing their merging sounds as the most powerful symphony I had ever 
heard. Through daily pilgrimages to two waterfalls, I discovered that, at certain 
moments of the day, rainbows would appear. The majestic sound and the 
accompanying rainbows’ ghostly manifestation acquired a sentient presence, a 
stillness, which I could not fully comprehend, but rather sensed, as elusive and 
immediate as a lingering scent. I was no longer listening, but experiencing 
instead the eternal flow of life. 
 
These occurrences and others experienced in research trips to Switzerland’s 
glacial waterfalls deep inside mountains, became the direct inspiration and spine 
of Sidereal Silence. I found in these immersive and repetitive sounds of coursing 
water what began to emerge as musical chords, and culminated in Sidereal 
Silence I: Hydraulis, E Minor. This same dynamic energy of water inspired the 
earliest hydraulis or organ, attributed to the third-century BC Hellenistic engineer 
Ctesibius of Alexandria, which used waterfalls to drive the organ’s pipes. 
 
This winter for six weeks on the southwest coast of Ireland, working in direct 
collaboration with the natural elements, I sought to make visible that eternal flow 
of life. Painting outdoors on raw cotton canvas with 450-million-year-old 
Cincinnati Strata fossil dust, turf ash (young fossil material), mica, rainwater, 
nikawa glue (Japanese animal glue), and tree resin, or working on acetate where 
crystal formations coalesce in nebula-like imagery, I made works that manifest 
the strata of time, submission to the elements, and the yielding of artistic control. 
In these paintings which could have been created nowhere else, the 
conversation with nature intones layers of sediment and stone, the fall of rain, the 
path of the wind, and the swath of the haze of the Milky Way.  
      
Through Sidereal Silence, I want to bring this sentient presence, the stillness, to 
viewers. I see myself as a witness, or, as Paul Klee wrote, the "medium" or 
bridge between the universe and viewers, where personal experience transforms 
into universal, encouraging viewers to linger in the moment and to experience 
themselves inside deep time. The Greek root for the word "beauty" is related to 
the word for calling. As an artist I am bound to continue calling that elusive 
stillness in this world of tumult. 
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